
TAILGATING TIME

September  27 ,  2017

M E R C H A N D I S E   S P O T L I G H T

GAME ON! 

It’s time to get our game on … and get our tailgate on! Summer may have passed, but we are still firing up the grill, 

throwing out the lawn chairs, and cracking open a few cold drinks, all in the name of cheering on the team and 

enjoying these cool autumn days. This week’s Merchandise Spotlight features items from our rewards portfolio to 

make sure your tailgating outings are always winning.  
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1. Grill Daddy 6-in-1 Camping & Tailgating Grill Set: You'll need your tools for turning those dogs and brats! This BBQ tool kit is 

made from professional-grade stainless steel and features interchangeable attachments and a handy carrying case.  

2. Eureka!® Curvy Chair with Side Table: Don’t let a rickety chair spoil your tailgating success. This curvy chair has a mounting 

side table and boasts over 100 sq. in. of storage, including a large cup holder, recessed plate area, and utensil holsters. Sit back, 

kick back in comfort, and enjoy the game. 

3. Weber® Q® 1000™ Gas Grill and Portable Cart: This amazing portable grill with rolling cart is perfect for tailgating or 

camping. It’s just 22 pounds and packs in plenty of power with 8,500 BTUs. Features include easy-grip handles, push-button 

ignition, and an infinitely adjustable burner valve. Uses a disposable 14.1- or 16.4-ounce LP cylinder (not included). 

4. Coleman® Folding Table with Mosaic Top: This piece is going to become your go-to use-anywhere table. It seats up to four 

and features a bright, earthy mosaic tile-style top. The foldable design, tuck-in legs, and carry handle make it easy to pack in 

the car and tote out to the game. 
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SEE SOMETHING YOU LIKE? WANT TO LEARN MORE? 

LIKE WHAT YOU'VE READ?

Contact our team here, and learn how we can assist with your reward and recognition needs.

Subscribe to our blog here, and get updates on industry news, trends, reward features, and more.
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5. iLive™ Wireless Tailgate Speaker: Go big or go home! This massively charged speaker streams audio up to 60’ away, or 

connect to the aux in or FM radio. LED light effects get the party going, and the included mic encourages impromptu karaoke 

while waiting for the game to start. 

6. Sport-Brella Versa-Brella All-Position Umbrella: The Versa-Brella is perfect for those random sunny spots where you just 

need a bit of shade overhead. The universal clamp connects to most surfaces like a golf bag, stroller, bleachers or your 

outdoor chair. so you can clip it wherever and whenever the sun strikes during the game.  

7. Coleman® 10-Foot x 10-Foot Instant Sun Canopy: When the sun gets fierce, get instant shade. This sun canopy goes up in 

three minutes and in three steps. Comfort Grip™ telescopic poles stay firmly in place, and UVGuard™ material offers 50+ UPF 

protection. When the fun’s done, the frame folds down for compact storage. 

8. Coleman® 36-Can Soft-Sided Portable Party Cooler: This space-saving soft cooler will keep up to 36 cans chilled for you, and 

if it should start to drizzle during the game, it’ll keep them dry, too, with its water-resistant exterior. The legs fold up for 

compact transport, and the extra pockets let you store more snacks for the game. 
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http://www.hinda.com/contact
http://hindablog.us1.list-manage2.com/subscribe?u=5e5a927e522da122be60f9213&id=7782dcfc17

